The rational version of Ganea's conjecture for L-S category, namely that cat(5 xl') = cal(S) + 1 , if S is a rational space and I.k denotes the Ac-sphere, is still open. Recently, a module type approximation to cat(S), Mcat(S), was introduced by Halperin and Lemaire. We have previously shown that A/cat satisfies Ganea's conjecture. Here we show that for (r -1) connected S, if A/cat(S) is at least dimS/2r, then Mcat(S) = cat(S). This yields Ganea's conjecture for these spaces. We also extend other properties of A/cat, previously unknown for cat, to these spaces.
Introduction
Let A be a pointed, simply connected space with the homotopy type of a CW complex of finite type. The Lusternik-Schnirelmann category of S, cat(S), is the least m such that S may be covered by m + 1 open sets, each contractible in S [Lu-Sc].
L-S category is a subtle invariant which is usually difficult to compute. (The survey article by James [Ja] is an excellent reference.) Well-known bounds for cat(A) are Him C cup length H*(S;R) < cat(S) <--if A is (r -1 ) connected, but these determine cat(5) only in simple cases. The behaviour of cat on products is complicated: it is straightforward that cat(A x T) < cat(S) + cat(T), and strict inequality is possible. The only known examples of this, however, occur when both 5 and T have coprime torsion. Ganea [Ga, ] generalized examples of Fox [Fo] and conjectured [Ga 2 ] that if one factor, say a Ac-sphere, had no torsion, then equality should hold. This has become known as Ganea's Conjecture. If S is a finite complex and I denotes the Ac-sphere then cat(S x lk) = cat(S) + 1, Ac > 1.
The truth of this conjecture is unknown in general. Singhof [Si] has shown that if M is an (r -1) connected piecewise-linear «-manifold (n > 4) with */ha ^ « + A" + Ac + 3 , cat(A7) >-1 then Ganea's conjecture is true for M. Even if we restrict our attention to the rational case, thereby elimating all torsion from both factors, Ganea's conjecture is still open.
If SQ denotes the localization of S at the rationals, Felix and Halperin [Fe-Ha] have described cat(5Q) = cat0(A), the rational category of S via a Sullivan minimal model for S. Later, Halperin and Lemaire [Ha-Le] introduced Afcat0(A), another homotopy invariant which is a "module-type" approximation to cat0(A) and which satisfies A7cat0(A) < cat0(S).
At present, the author knows of no example where Mcat0(S) ^ cat0(S). This is particularly interesting in view of previous work [J] where we have proven Remark. Since for (r-l) connected A we have A7cat0(5') < n/r, this theorem applies to spaces where McatQ(S) lies in the upper half of its possible range.
It is important to note that our result is not the rational version of Singhofs theorem. The bound in the latter depends on the dimension of the sphere, while ours does not. For a fixed S satisfying the hypotheses, we can thus deduce the veracity of Ganea's conjecture for all the spheres X , k > 1.
In [J] we proved a theorem more general than Ganea's conjecture for A7cat0 . If e0(T) = c(7*0) denotes Toomer's invariant for TQ (defined in terms of the Milnor-Moore spectral sequence [To] ), we proved [J, Theorem 4.1] . If S and T are simply connected CW complexes offinite type, then A/cat0(S) + e0(T)< Mcat0(S x T).
Applying Theorem 1, we have the Corollary 2. Let S be as in Theorem 1. Then
In particular, if T is formal or coformal (so that e0(T) = cat0(7*)), then cat0(S xT) = cat0(S) + cat0(7*).
(Note that Corollary 1 is a special case of Corollary 2.) The characterization of cat0(S) and Mcat0(S) by retractions of commutative graded differential algebras (CGDAs) over the rationals allows one to define L-S type homotopy invariants catK(S) and McatK(S) for any KdQ. (Indeed, even more is possible. See [Ha-Le] .) It is elementary that cat^S) < cat^S) but it is unknown whether equality holds in general. However, we have shown [J, Theorem 3.2 This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we recall the results from rational homotopy we will need and then define rational category, and its generalizations, for field extensions KdQ.
Theorem 1 is proved in §3.
Rational category
For the homotopy theory of commutative graded differential algebras (CGDAs), the reader is referred to fundamental treatise in the subject [Su] by Sullivan and for notation and complete details to [Ha] . An excellent summary of the material appears in [Fe-Ha] and the interesting article by Avramov and Halperin [Av-Ha] is recommended. Unless otherwise stated, we work over the rationals Q. is a KS extension as defined in [Ha] . In particular, i(a) = a®l and A has a vector space basis {xa \ a e 1} , called a KS basis, such that dxa e A <g> A-^<a arid a < ß => degxa < degA". Here, X<a denotes spanfx^ | ß < a} . This diagram is determined up to isomorphism by <p and we say that i represents <p .
We remark that if <p* is surjective in all degrees less than n and injective in all degrees less than n + 1, then A = X~" [Ha, 6.16, Remark 2] . The connection to topology is that Sullivan defined a functor A which associates to every space S a CDGA over Q, (A(S),d) (consisting of the rational differential forms on the singular simplices of S ) which calculates the cohomol- It is interesting to note that Toomer's invariant eQ(S) may be defined as cat0(A) & Mcat0(S) have been. Indeed, e0(S) is the least m such that ; in (3.1) admits a retraction of linear differential spaces. [r(m + 1) -1] -1 > 2r(n/2r + 1) -3 which is at least n since r > 2 and m > n/2r. (Actually, we need only assume m > (n + 3)/2r -1). Moreover, since deg(aa") > r > 2, we know as well that deg(y") < n for all yß appearing in the expression for dya . hence, by a(A), we may conclude that r(yß) = r(yß) for all such yß . Together with the fact that r is A A-linear, this implies that r(dya) = r(dya), and so we may set f(ya) = r(yf). Thus Note added in proof. Since the original submission of this article, K. Hess has proved cat0(A) = A7cat0(5') for all simply connected spaces.
